HOW TO GAIN A FREE SUBDIVISION?
A QLS SCAM WATCH LAW REFORM INNOCENCE PROJECT!
04-04-2012

Reply to: GPO Box 9977, Perth WA 6848
or P.O. Box 1271, Albury NSW 2640
1800 199 010 - 1800 060 063

Spence

Atkinson

Doonan

Our ref:1011207845488 or Phone Paul Conde complaints 132569 ext
10353 - PO Box 9990 Hobart Tas, for ATO approved solution to protect
Bne. ATO investigator Tony Coburn and his team

07 3213 5181 as a

S. Court witness to confirm (i) yes my Barrister is a criminal. (ii) Under
witness Coburn has been refused the right to act as a ‘whistleblower’.
(iii) Conde has written to me to withdraw this crown evidence, as proof
of 10yrs of Police threats and cover up’s to cheat the Treasury Dept. the
Perth ATO estimate at $460,311. So answer the Perth ASIC question
“Who stole your money?”

Bright accepts apology
for mother’s ATO / CBA /
QDPP Davida William’s
MOB Barrister scam!
Ref Policelink 131444

S
S

tep 1/ The Federal Attorney General Jason Clare's integrity (QPESC) style testing procedure
explained his motive 'Why are Police the target for kickbacks and bribes'?

S

tep 3/ All three Qld Premiers listened (i) Beattie offered his Community Cabinet and said to me
“Find the solution.” (ii) Bligh said to her team “Get your finger out.” (iii) Newman offered
me a (Courier Mail confirmed follow up) press release (now 100 day program) and now says

tep 2/ Under ex-QDPP MOB Barrister Davida Ellen Williams fraudulent direction 14 Judges
acted in series to rubber stamp Mag. Ian Austin's fraudulent $10,000 trigger that caused S.C.
Judge John Muir to fraudulently liquidate our subdivision giving the profits to a crime cartel. An
obvious Police, BCC / IID approved EPA Sect. 32 model, that caused Chief Justice Paul
deJersey and his panel of 3 to be tricked, cheated and deceived by Davida, a now (fall guy
style) felon, who offered the scam or illusion to plead guilty for a 6 bank $1.3million scam, to
hide a much larger 'Site Solutions' scam. To achieve her original 'plea-bargain' escape
route from a 3yr gaol term. As a Crown Public Prosecution expert Davida's plan was:- the
Crown could not act on this hidden (Criminal Code Sect. 399) evidence. As further proof,
Q. Justice Minister Rod Welford apologised and gave this case to Police Minister Judy
Spence to solve and Welford retired from politics. The CBA paid $25,000 to admit guilt and
liability and are now in contempt of court for failing to give this 'Scam Watch' style disclosure
to S.C. Judge Margaret White. Two years later Davida served a 6mth gaol term (to ensure she
kept her mouth shut).

JUSTICE EARN
'WE WILL KEEP OUR PROMISES'
(to provide justice for all Queenslanders).
1. a/ Our Solicitor Reg Kliedon, refer Bain Gasteen / Cooper Grace Ward Lawyers provided the
key evidence and said “$10,000 is throwaway money in cases of this kind. I will swear in
court I did the best I could.” Like our new Qld Premier's promise all Kliedon has to do is to
back the QLS Scam Watch Law Reform Innocence Program. b/ As an ex-Public Servant / BCC
testing and inspection style employee, then prison reform consultant, we followed the SAA /
simulation / R & D / TGA style Police integrity / QPESC style holistic testing procedure.
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We will not fail all the 'whistleblowers' to gain credit for innocent Police who expose the
guilty Police. The innocent Police who acted on this BCC / IID, EPA Sect. 32 $10,000 model
that proves (i) a $4.4m 'Site Solutions' scam does exist. (ii) The ATO estimate their loss at
$460,311. (iii) The QDPP plea-bargain was therefore a crime cartel conspiracy 'to hide a
$billion town planning scam used on a regular basis on many building sites. Building
sites are no stranger to organised crime'. Ask why this scam has not been discovered
before. c/ Our answer and motive is to support this Police Admin, BCC / IID offered model.
Due to legal advice “You will not beat the CBA.” The legal advice confirmed (i) The Police
Risk Management policy was to cover up the CBA illegal loan mistake. (ii) This Police Risk
Management mistake was then used as a cover by the crime cartel. (iii) So Davida was able to
amplify a small scam via 14 Judges acting in series, best understood 'To follow the leader
instead of follow the facts'. Thus expose a model $4.4m kickback and bribe scam. d/
Leadership is the solution:- As the Bne and HP Magistrate Court Registrars confirmed
under Supreme Court mediation to provide a quote “technical device”. To mean:- 'Put
rubbish into a court and you get rubbish out.' e/ As further proof, please contact QPESC
Assistant Commissioner Peter Martin to confirm Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan's
apology for 'abuse of public office' and 'obstruction of justice' to illegally close this crown
case. Remember the basic principle of both law and clinical psychology 'It's never over until
it's over and it's not over yet.' Therefore the smart S.C. Judge John Byrne offered me a
rebuttal or QLS Scam Watch Innocence Project 'If you are not telling the truth, then the
penalty for this crime is a 5yr gaol term.' Therefore with proof of our multiple innocence, we
will expose this Police Admin, P-Union, P-Media and BCC / IID confirmed liquidation scam to
become fraudulent creditors to sell off our $4.4m subdivision to pay the crime cartel their
kickbacks and bribes or to ensure a CBA stalemate.
2. Focus on the Justice Dept. crime, control, correction model to educate and train as requested
by Area Commander Supt. John Hopgood to set out this case for CIB Det. Mark Hughes to lay
criminal charges.
Question 1/ HOW DO YOU RUN A SELF FUNDED SCAM? The answer:- Never
underestimate the power of a bully, violence, intimidation and death threats. Guilty Police
confirm, quote, “We ignore death threats every day.” Therefore study the Police
Prosecution recorded evidence thanks to the Police Union via Act. Insp. Mike Ede. In brief,
identified in Criminal Code Sect. 391 & 399, to soften up our subcontractors and myself as the
developer for the 'Site Solutions' scam. As proof, I paid $30,000 (known in the crime industry
as a come-on scam) for a BCC Town Planning protection racket, offering these terms and
conditions. a/ The Head Contractor / Rob Wilson's Police confirmed violence would stop
immediately. b/ No more extras would need to be paid (so check the $255,000 paid at 300%
over cost) to cover the criminal cartels liquidation costs (known as a self funded crime). c/ The
project will finish on time (instead of 4mths it took 16mths). As further proof of Police guilt Supt.
Steve Pettinger gave this fraudulent excuse not to investigate this case, quote “This is a civil
matter outside the control of the Queensland Police.” Identified by ASIC Investigator
Helen Armfield but no action was taken.*** Therefore I was left to the three Qld Premiers to
provide Crown / Treasury Dept. / ATO Scam Watch law reform.
3. The good news came with the Qld Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson under the Premier's
direction to allow this case to run its natural course, called a natural, holistic or self help
solution. Therefore, if Law reform Judge Pat Shanahan can study the 14 Judges court
transcripts and follow the ATO laundered money trail, with our help, you will understand this
'Site Solutions' scam. Consider:Question 2/ HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO GAIN A FREE SUBDIVISION? The answer:- you will
need the aid of a crime cartel. The Head Contractor / 'bagman' will require a Civil Engineer, in
our case Brad Jones trading under the name of 'Site Solutions'. In brief, via fraudulent
litigation and liquidation to become fraudulent creditors using this CBA, BCC / IID model, then
as creditors the 'bagman' sells off the subdivision to pay the kickbacks and bribes. This
answers (i) the Perth ASIC Investigator's question “Who stole your money?”
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(ii) The ATO question, why the ATO estimated $460,311 tax loss? Please note, to pay the ATO
we must first make a profit. The Court Registrars explained how this is possible by setting out
their terms and conditions 'We cannot give legal advice but we suggest you study the
Vexatious Litigants, Fair Trading and CMC Acts'. At the time, these acts were available
from the Govt. printers, now also available online. To mean, in brief, for each CBA / crime cartel
cover up it increases our joint Crown / HEHS superfund reward. This is also known as repaying
the profits from crime. So we can then pay the ATO as victims in common.
4. a/ Using the 14 above Judges court transcripts, you must acknowledge the fact that the
plumber / drainer's attempt to gain payment, to gain completion of the project. Hence the
specific request from Judge Shanahan “To prove abandonment is fraud.” Perhaps best
understood that a Judge was not given the chance to rule on this case that would also prove
this fraudulent liquidation was a scam. Therefore:Question 3/ HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO MAKE CHANGE FOR SCAM WATCH LAW
REFORM? (i) The need to study basic criminology, standard Police procedures and martial
arts. To learn the golden rule:- never pull against a crime cartel. (I believe their death threats
to be real.) To mean, they are far too powerful. Always move in the same direction, as
standard Police procedure stated by Insp. Ray Loader “If you had paid the $200,000 or
given 2 blocks of land, Rob Wilson would have stopped trying to beat you up. Better you
had paid. The chance of meeting Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan will not happen.”
Therefore, the 4th Asst. Police Commissioner checked these facts, requested 'whistleblower'
protection and directed you study the Judicial Review Act. (We all live in fear of being blown
away in the street.) Do not forget, after the first come-on payment of $30,000 the violence got
worse. Our solution therefore, was based on the hidden evidence withheld by Mag. Ian
Austin’s action, where the new Project Engineer, John Koek directed “You must finish the
subdivision, pay out all subcontractors (to mean, with payments up to 300% over cost) to
gain completion, then lay criminal charges or you would go broke.” In line with standard
Police procedure to prevent the threat of death, so the Police can gather evidence to lay
criminal charges in the hope our stolen money will be refunded. Koek's solution was to entice
the crime cartel with their planned $4.4m sting. As the total value of our 22 block subdivision on
completion. But there is more. (ii) This low life filth were not only prepared to steal our
superfund, they came after my mother's home with another scam. How sick is that? Even the
Senior CBA Credit Manager Chris Watts showed his disgust and said “We must protect our
mothers at all cost.” We followed his sound advice. b/ Proof of Watts self entrapment:- He
modified the bank loan to make it both legal and provide a modified version to be used as
Crown evidence to prove guilt. c/ This proves without doubt (i) why the CBA paid $25,000, (ii)
why the CBA had Davida destroy this Crown evidence as part of her QDPP plea-bargain scam
that was run behind bank closed doors. (iii) Why this evidence was hidden from honest Police
so they could not pass this evidence on to the 14 Judges. Therefore Watts has no choice to
confess as a key bank witness, but we have more bank staff in reserve who can confirm the
above. Therefore you will learn why we agreed with Judge Shanahan's statement “Yours is
the best case for law reform to prove abandonment is fraud.”
5. Now look at the QLS, CMC and LSC law reform in more detail. a/ The first 3 Solicitors who
acted for Wilson confessed the total detail to the 'Site Solutions' scam. This was in line with
Clarke and Kann, the banks own Solicitors who have been the best example of the QLS 'first
defend the law' program or policy. They provided at no cost Supreme Court affidavit
4461/2001, and then resigned as the banks Solicitors. Their obvious motive, they did not wish
to defend a known criminal in the CBA that was prepared to break Criminal Code Sect. 399 and
therefore face a minimum 5yr gaol term. We can prove, all Solicitors and legal counsel directly
involved in this case were aware of the 'Site Solutions' scam and the CBA cover-up. (TBC) As
a guide, the CBA credit Manager Grahame Ledwidge wrote “We do not give disclosure to
banks business.” The bank business known as self-greed and self-gain. (TBC) b/ Go back to
Mag. Ian Austin and his team of court Registrars obviously concerned at a 3yr delay to resolve
what we now know as a liquidation trigger.
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It is fair to say Austin was completely in the dark, as proof of his frustration he made the
statement, quote, “I do not care what (anyone from) the Police Minister down has to say.”
So what did Spence have to say? To set aside a budget. On studying this case the Nambour
Registrar's direction, quote “Keep doing what you are doing.” To mean, we have sold our
assets, destroying our healthcare business and sold off our Stones Corner commercial
property to volunteer this Police million dollar budget to run this Police offered EPA Sect.32
$10,000 model.
6. Now it's time for the District Court Judges. Davida hid the key evidence against the Project
Engineer Greg Henwood who approved extras up to 300% to self fund this $4.4m sting.
Instead of Judge Brabazon going back to the beginning he abused Davida for approx 1.5hrs
and told her “This is not the way to do it.” The usual term to use here, Brabazon should
have been more assertive. He has the power by law not to accept perjury and cover-ups
in his courtroom.*** He must defend our rights to a fair trial, not to extend this
confessed bank circus. QLS proof, the integrity of our Police and Judicial system has
failed both our HEHS superfund and the ATO.
7. To be fair to Judge Brabazon, he was misled by a Crown Prosecution expert. As the ATO have
explained, according to their act it is my responsibility to fill out my tax returns, but as I am not a
trained tax consultant or qualified Accountant I have followed the QLS principle to first defend
the law. Kickbacks and bribes are not the solution, the money trail is there, the multiple $10,000
payments, $30,000 and $25,000 payments hold the key to our success. Consider with breast
cancer and divorce I was a prime target for this sting. Dr. Frank Walsh Clinical psychologist
findings, in brief, 'As the son of a WO1 in the RAAF I followed orders.' As an only child my
greatest bond is to my mother who mortgaged her home to buy land subject to CBA approval
by our Loans / Relationship Manager James Pitman at a 'fire sale' price to sell with other
HEHS superfund beneficiaries on valuation at $125,000 profit each, as the best solution to
Pitman's direction, (knowing that the loan agreement was both incomplete and illegal, but due
to staff cutbacks and the bank's direction to increase profits) Pitman said “If you want the loan
just do as the loan agreement reads.” That meant, I was given legal advice how to sell land
without title and deposit to gain $850,000 worth of pre-sales to gain approval for the bank loan
to build our subdivision. So, I am begging you, to please help me help you solve this scam.
Army Colonel / Judge Pat Shanahan, I believe is the only Judge that has studied the 14
Judges, court transcripts to check the facts and get it right. I realise we do not live in a perfect
world, as Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson questioned in brief 'Is it worth all the trouble', to
mean, to change Police Risk Management to simulate the Ambulance or Fire / Rescue
Department to create a Police Rescue Management policy. The next step for our new Qld.
Premier, Campbell Newman is to follow the lead of the Police Media's solution, to both train
and educate our work experience criminology and law students who work out of Police HQ
Roma Street, under Prof. Paul Wilson as their recommended criminologist and with our
volunteered help to set out this case to lay criminal charges and support the Police Prosecution
/ Police Union directed report to improve productivity and efficiency in the Qld. Police Force
with the aid of qualified consultants, who in this case are both primary witnesses and victims.

TEAMWORK IS THE SOLUTION.

To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906
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